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Caveats

This presentation is hopefully informative.
However, it is neither exhaustive nor 

comprehensive.

While drawn from multiple authoritative sources, it 
can only provide general guidance.

Although the author welcomes further discussion, 
the reader must consult their local authority 

having juristiction regarding code compliance.



  

Agenda

➔ Why Bother?
➔ Risk Assessment
➔ Elements of Protection
➔ National Electrical Code
➔ Resources



  

Why Bother with Grounding ?

● Prevent Injury
– Electric Shock

● Protect Property
– Fire Damage

– Equipment Damage

● Reduce RFI
– rf Burns

● Required by Code
● Maximize Operating Fun !



  

Why Bother with Grounding ?



  

Lightning Risk Assessment



  

Lightning Risk Assessment

Our area has ~4 strokes per km2 per year.

That's 1 stroke for every 62½ acres every year.



  

Lightning Risk Assessment

● Site Exposure
– “surrounded by trees”

– “open to the sky”

– “hilltop view”

● Site Utilities
– underground

– overhead

● Antenna Location
– indoors/attic

– roof-top

– adjacent to building

– wires in trees

– supporting mast

– tall tower



  

Lightning Risk Assessment

● “Rolling Sphere”
– Zone of Protection 

against direct strikes

– 150-foot radius
● smaller radius for 

statistically greater 
protection 



  

Lightning Risk Assessment



  

Lightning Threats

● AC Power Service
– The most frequent source of residential surges

– Conducted over long distances

● Indirect Lightning Strike
– Coupled to antennas and feeders

● Direct Lightning Strike
– Conducted current

● Physical force
● Sideflash (flash-over)



  

Lightning Threats



  

Lightning Threats

● Damage most commonly occurs due to 
lightning strikes on power lines.

● Lightning follows the utility lines into the house, 
through house wiring to the equipment, and 
then through the equipment to ground in 
antenna systems.

● The problem is current flowing through the 
equipment to ground.



  

Every Station Is Different

● Shack Location
– Basement

– Ground Floor

– Upper Floor

– Outbuilding

● Station Capability
– VHF/UHF FM 

– HF QRP/100W 

– HF QRO 

– V/U Tropo/QRO

– V/U EME/SATCOM

– “Multi-Multi”



  

Every Station is Different

● Site Exposure
– “surrounded by trees”

– “open to the sky”

– “hilltop view”

● Site Utilities
– underground

– overhead

● Antenna Location(s)
– indoors/attic

– roof-top

– adjacent to building

– wires in trees

– supporting mast

– tall tower



  

Grounding System Objectives

● Direct Surge Currents towards Ground
– Current will follow path of least impedance

● Dissipate Surge Currents in to Ground
– Spread currents out across a wide area

● Divert Surge Currents from Equipment
– Failures are due to current flow through equipment

● Create an Equipotential Environment
– Provides a safe space against sideflash (flash-over)



  

Elements of Protection

● AC Power Ground
– ground rod at service entrance

– “green wire” protection ground in wiring

● Shack Internal Ground Bar
– bond to green wire ground

– bond to any supplemental external ground

● AC Surge Suppressor
– outlet strip

● with lug to bond to shack internal ground bar



  

Elements of Protection



  

Elements of Protection

● Shack External Ground Bar 
– grounds coax cables

● may include suppressors

– suppressors for control cables

– bond to shack ground rod

– ground floor shack only: can be part of internal 
ground bar

● Shack Ground Rod
– bond to ground rod at AC service entrance



  

Elements of Protection



  

Elements of Protection



  

Elements of Protection



  

Elements of Protection

● Antenna Mast Ground Rod
– for short mast (or lowered telescoping tower)

– if <50 feet from shack, bond to shack exterior 
ground rod



  

Elements of Protection

● Antenna Tower Ground System
– designed to survive a direct strike

– bond to shack exterior ground rod

● Tower-Mounted Antenna Feedlines
– bond coax shield at top of tower

– bond coax shield at bottom of tower 



  

Elements of Protection
● Tower Grounding

– ground conductor for each tower leg

– ground rod for each tower leg

– ring conductor

– ground rod at each guy anchor



  

Elements of Protection



  

Elements of Protection

● Outbuilding Ring Ground
– buried uninsulated solid copper around perimeter

– ground rods at opposite corners

– bond to shack ground bar

– use if shack is in a detatched garage or shed

– provides equipotential zone to reduce shock hazard



  

Code Compliance

● National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
● NFPA 70®: National Electrical Code® (NEC®)

“Adopted in all 50 states, NFPA 70, National Electrical 
Code, is the benchmark for safe electrical design, 

installation, and inspection to protect people and property 
from electrical hazards.”

– Hard cover book costs $200. 

– Free read-only access if you create a user profile 
(username/ password).

– May be available through your local public library.



  

Code Compliance

● NFPA 70, National Electric Code
– Chapter 2, Wiring and Protection

● Article 250, Grounding and Bonding

– Chapter 8, Communications Circuits
● Article 810, Radio and Television Equipment

– Part III, Amateur and Citizen Band Transmitting and 
Receiving Stations



  

Code Compliance

● Download “Motorola R56” PDF off the WWW

– Carefully review sections 4.7 and 5.7

– All requirements citing “NFPA 70” are relevant

– Other requirements are Best Practices and are very 
informative

● Sign up for free access to NFPA 70 on nfpa.org



  

Code Compliance

Why worry about the NEC ?

● If you ignore the requirements, then …
– You are negligent.

● If your installation is non-compliant, and 
lightning causes a fire, then …
– Your insurance company can deny your claim.

● If that fire spreads to your neighbor, then ...
– You are liable.



  

Basic Code Requirements

● All systems are tied at the main service 
entrance protection ground.
– Telephone

– Cable TV

– Satellite TV

– Water

– any additional grounding systems



  

Basic Code Requirements

● Ground Rods
– 8 ft minimum length

– 5/8 in min diameter

● Parallel Ground Rods
– 6 ft minimum spacing

– ≥ 2x length is optimum



  

Basic Code Requirements
Ground rods that cannot be driven straight down, due to contact with rock formations, may be 
driven at an oblique angle of not greater than 45 degrees from the vertical, or may be buried 
horizontally and perpendicular to the building, in a trench at least 762 mm (30 in.) deep. 
(NFPA 70-2005, Article 250.53)



  

Which Is Not An Effective Ground ?



  

Basic Code Requirements

● Specific requirements 
for antenna cables
– Balanced lines

– Single wire feeders

– Ungrounded coax

● Much simpler to 
ground the coax !
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Thank You for your attention.

Any questions ?

ka2cgb (at) arrl (dot) net



  

Supplementary Material



  

Our AC Power Supply

“Multi-Grounded Neutral”
● Throughout the power distribution network, 

there are ground rods at utility poles which 
connect to “static” and “neutral” conductors.
– Any surge is dissipated across a wide area.

● There is a ground rod at the power company 
transformer feeding the customer site.
– Connects to the neutral service conductor.



  

Our AC Power Supply

“Multi-Grounded Neutral”
● There is a ground rod at the customer's power 

service entrance.
– Connects to the customer's main power panel.

● The protection (green or green+yellow) and 
neutral (white) conductors are bonded together 
in the main power panel.
– This is the only location that these are joined.
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